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Communication For Development In 

Latin America: A Forty-Year Appraisal1 

L u i s R a m i r o B e l t r a n S . 

T h r e e major conceptualizations of the relationship between social communi-

cation and national development have prevailed in Latin America: develop-

ment communication; development support conununication; and alternative 

communication for democratic development. 

Development communication is, in essence, the notion that mass media are 

capable of creating a public atmosphere favourable to change, which is as-

sumed ind isjjensa ble for modernizing traditional societies through technologi-

cal advancement and economic growth. Development support communica-

tion is the notion that planned and organized communication — massive or 

not — is a key instrument for the accomplishment of the practical goals of 

specific development-seeking institutions and projects. 

Alternative communication for democratic development is the notion that, 

bv expanding and balancing people's access to, arid participation in, the 

communication process — at both mass-media and interpersonal grassroots 

levels — development should secure, in addition to material gains, social 

justice, freedom lor all, and the majority's rule. 

There may, of course, be other conceptualizations of the com-

munication-development relationship. Nevertheless, these three a re pervasive 

iii the pertinent literature and correspond well to practice. 

Differences do exist between them, and using them indistinctly can cause 

undesirable confusion. However, for convenience, all three will be subsumed 

1. Also presented keynote speech ac IV Roundtable on Development Comrnimicatton, 

Institute para America L'tina, J.i.ma, Peru, IX26 February 1993. 
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into the broader label of "communication for development". This is not 

equivalent to a single all-enhancing definition, but is necessary to facilitate 

discussion. 

What has been the record of communication for development in Latin 

America? Has this region made significant contributions to it? For almost 45 

years, Latin America has been remarkably active, imaginative/and productive 

in usirg communication m the service of development. It started practising 

communication for development long before any theories were proposed. 

Radio for Peasants 
Two of the most significant and long-lasting experiences with communication 

for development started in 1948 in Colombia and Bolivia. 

In Colombia, a parish priest, Joaquin Salcedo, established a rudimentary 

broadcasting sta tion for peasants irt an Andca n village. Radio Sutatenza had the 

modest purposes of expanding Catholic indoctrination and helping reduce 

illiteracy in its immediate sphere of influence. In a few years, however, this 

individual initiative evolved to become /kcwr Cultural Popular (ACPC)), one of 

the largest, most complex, and highly influential multimedia institutions of 

nonfonnal distance education for rural development in the world. 

A O O ' s "radiophonicschool" strategy group listening and discussion of 

special programs assisted by a local trainer and print materials — was soon 

adopted by equ i valent organizations in most countries of the region. Supported 

by the government, and later substantially subsidized by foreign aid, ACPO-

Radio Sutatenza constituted the first successful case of institutionalized devel-

opment support communication in Latin America. 

Workers' Radio 
In Bolivia, mining workers' unions established a number of radio stations 

through contributions from their meagre salaries and rapidly learned to 

operate the stations by themselves. In spite of having elementary transmission 

equipment and a short range, the stations allowed these workers mostly-

former autochthonous peasants — to become protagonists of mass communi-

cation. Until then, they had been passive receivers of messages from big city 



commercial or official stations, which ignored their existence except for con-
demning them when they went on strike. Vow, they were key participants in 
a process of revolution that was to make the vote universal, conduct land 
reform, and nationalize the tin extracting industry, from which the country 
earned much of its livelihood. 

Within such a climate of overall social transformation for democratization, 
the new broadcasters did their job in a truly participatory fashion. They gave 
their audience almost unrestricted access by taking their microphones to 
streets, markets, schools, sports fields, and the interior of the mines themselves. 
They let the people speak out, express their needs and views, and criticize not 
only the government officers but the union leaders themselves. Their stations 
also served as community gathering places for all grassroots organizations to 
discuss mattersof public interest, especially in times of emergencies. Such times 
were not infrequent because the politically miiltant unions were constantly 
repressed through military aggression, which on occasions seized, or even 
blew up, some of the stations and jailed or exiled their operators. 

Self-financed, non-partisan, self-managed, advertising-free,and effectively 
practising democracy in communication, the Bolivian miners unknowingly 
established themselves as the precursors of alternative communication for 
development about a decade before the theoretical bases for it were proposed. 

Agricultural Extension and Audiovisual Education 
Early in the 1950s, the United States established a program of technical and 
financial assistance to national development in Latin America that placed 
emphasis on agriculture, education, and health. Along with the program came 
the application of the communication expertise gamed during World War 11. 
The application followed two main lines — agricultural information and 
audiovisual education. There was still no formal theory behind this endeavour 
but it clearly constituted the practice of what later was to be called development 
support commuriicaiion. Through bilateral services operating in the countries, 
international activities held within the region, and training in the United States 
itself, .hundreds of Latin Americans learned how to apply principles and 
techniques of social communication to national development demands. I'hey 



shared this knowledge with thousands of development agency employees, 

especially agricultural extension agents and primary school teachers. 

The Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences (IICA), an affiliate of 

the Organization of American States, played a leading role in the rural commu-

nication aspect of this movement. Its Costa Rica headquarters became, as of the 

mid-1950s, a centre of excellence and a source of adapted training materials. 

FAC) contributed substantially to efforts to build modern farming systems 

based on noivfor rial education, which was meant to include mass media. For 

education, the United States Agency for International Development buiJ.: and 

ran sophisticated audiovisual centres and helped many other countries estab-

lish their own. 

Private institutions, such as the Rockefeller, Kellogg/and Ford f ou ndations, 

also made; significant contributions, with the latter paying some special atten-

tion to family planning communication. UNL-SCO supported the l atin Ameri-

can Institute for Educational Cinema (iLCv) and the Regional Center for 

Fundamental Education {CRKFAL), which both provided training for the 

production of audiovisual aids for educational purposes. 

Mass Media, do not Reach the Mass? 
The 1960s opened with the publication by U\'SSCO oi an inventory ot mass 

media availability in the developing countries. The differences with thedevel 

oped nations were so huge that, in 1962, the United Nations General Assembly 

recommended that member states include in .heir plans for economic ^rdivth, 

resources to significantly expand and improve communication tor develop-

ment. The study gave room to think that the mass media hardly reachec the 

masses in Latin America because access was restricted mostly to urban upper-

strata minorities. 

The Creed of Development Communication 
Sponsored by UNESCO, the Directorof Communication Research atStan-ord 

University, Wilbur Schramm, published a book in 1964 that was to become the 

universal bible of communication for development. It embraced the concerns 

of both development communication and development support communica-
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tion. Together with Daniel Lerner's research on "the passing of traditional 
society", and contributions of other scholars such as Lucien Pve and Ithiei De 
Sola Pool, the Schramm book articulated the theoretical bases for the uses of 
social communication in the service of development. 

Through these fundamental works, the belief was spread across the world 
that the mass media could assist Third World countries to do in decades what 
the Western world had done in centuries: move from backward traditionalism 
into prosperous modernity. Without much delay, this creed was wholeheart-
edly embraced by a number of La.in America n specialists in communication for 
development. Their faith in the excellence of mass media as agents of change 
was bolstered when Everett Rogers' "Theory of Diffusion of Innovations" 
arrived at the end of the decade. Several of those specialists appeared to 
perceive their trade as a sort of highly efficient "social engineering" cha: was 
endowed with close to magical powers to persuade the underdeveloped 
masses to become modern. 

Development Support Communication Expands 
This enthusiastic position was shared by international development funding 
agencies and led to the inception of hundreds of projects involving millions of 
dollars in the 1960s and 1970s. Funded by United States and European sources, 
as well as by the United Nations, most projects pertained to agriculture, 
education, health, and population. 

Through the creative work of Manuel Calvelo, the FAC) established in Chile, 
and later in Peru, a pioneering experience in the use of video for nonformal 
peasant education about land reform. UNFSCX )~UX1 DP supported the Minis-
tries of Education of the Andean countries to design and cost a very ambitious 
project to use sa tell i te-t ra nsported television programs to massively spread a nd 
improve their in-school and distance education programs. USAID provided 
substantive support to a complex experiment to use television as a tool for far-
reachh-igcducationalreforrri in F.lSalvador,and helped Nicaragua improve the 
quality of mathematics teaching by using interactive radio. Later, USAID 
applied this strategy toother educational needsin the Dominican Republic. The 
German Adenauer Foundation supported the establishment of a Latin Amen-
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can Association for University Television (A1.ATU) in Lima. Mexico u: 
television for high school tra i ni ng. Co) ombia applied television to prima ry le 
ed ucation and to teacher upgradi ng, but used radio for high school. USAID a 
supported several projects that used radio for health and nutrition prograr 
especially in Honduras, Costa Rica, Colombia, and Brazil, In Costa Rica, t 
Ford Foundation, allied with the International Planned Parenthood Federatk 
helped establish and operate CIACOP, a regional centre to train family pld 
ning communication specialists. ITCA sought to apply communication to lai 
reform and to university agricultural training programs. 

Regional Training and Early Research • 
A new regional communication institution was born in Ecuador to addre; 
training and research in journalism. CI ESP A1,, an Ecuadorian initiative lead t 
Jorge Fernandez, was assisted by UNESCO, the Organization of America 
States, the West German Ebert Foundation, and Holland's Radio X'ederlan 
International. CIESPAL became the region's best-known communication cof 
Ire and embraced the cause of communication for development. 

In 1963/ a pioneer of communication research in the region, Antoni 
Pasquali, published an insightful book in Venezuela that criticized commerce 
mass communication in Latin America and recommended reforms that wouk 
contribute*© democratic national development. By theend ofthedecade,somi 
doubts were expressed that communication would bring about development 
For the most part,however, communication specialists did not seem to perceive 
the problems of trying to apply a general theory originated abroad to the 
realities of their countries. 

Development Fails 
The decade of the 1970s was one of failure in development and confrontation 
in communications. Latin America was a part of both. The oil crisis that shook 
the developed nations had grave consequences for this part of the world, and 
showed the fragility of itsxieveiopmeiit strategies and its structural vulnerabil-
ity. By themiddleof the decade, growth rates collapsed and foreign debt started 
to grow quickly. By ! 978, about 40% of the families in the region had fallen into 
levels oi critical poverty. 



The blind application of the imported model had led to this disastrous 

situation. No benefit for the majorities was obtained from 20 years of attempts 

and millions of dollars spent. These people were still plagued by low salaries (if 

not increased unemployment), high prices, and acute inflation. The minorities 

grew richer while the masses crowded into cities flooded with migrants 

expelled from the countryside by misery. 

Understandably, this development model came under heavy and open 

criticism in I .alin America. The perceptions advanced in the previous decade by 

the "dependency theory" came lo the foreground. The terms of international 

trade exchange were such that I -atin American countries were increasingly 

selling their raw materials at low prices while buying expensive manufactured 

goods. The resulting deficits were covered by further foreign debts at growing 

interest rates and shorter repayment periods. 

Needed: Another Development 
Becausethissituation of imbalance affected most of the Third World, a proposal 

for "another development" was submitted to the United Nations General 

Assembly in 1975 by a group sponsored by the Dag I larhmnrskjold Founda-

tion. A i .aiin American economist, Juan Somavfa, made an important contribu-

tion to this proposal. The model proposed a development based on: the 

satisfaction of needs of the majorities; eiKlpgenous a nd self- relia nt approaches; 

and harmony with the environment. 

In 1976, a team of development scholars coordinated by Amilcar Herrera, 

hosted by Argentina's Fundacion Bariloche* and supported by the Interna-

tional Development Research Centre, proposed a "Latin American World 

Model". This model claimed that there were no insurmountable limits to 

growth and that production shou Id be determined by social needs, not by profit 

motives. Property, private or public, as a means for concentrating power and 

privilege, would no longer exist, and management would be truly democratic 

and decentralized. The material feasibility of this conceptual model was 

demonstrated using a mathematical mode! built with pertinent world data. 

But, the 1111 i mate test of its viability, noted the proponents, won Id be to elim i nate 

power concentration at Hie national and international levels. 

The gross failure of the classic development model was soon acknowledged 



everywhere — not only by economists and development planners, but al 
some of the very proponents of the old parad igm, such as Everett Rogers. 1 
was now ample recognition that without major structural changes secu 
equity — within nations and between nations — genuine, democratic, 
widespread development was impossible. 

Toward Democratic Communication Models ( 
The classic model of communication - - the Aristotelian formula of lasswel 
also came under scrutiny. A Brazilian Catholic pedagogue, Paulo Pre ire, 
was in exile in Chile., started the diffusion of his daring new ideas ab( 
education, Condemning traditional education as manipulatory of hun', 
beings for the perpetuation of the status quo, he proposed a "pedagogy of t 
oppressed" for self-discovery through free dialogue and ''conscientizatio 
addressed at emancipation and democracy. 

Added to the critiques advanced by Antonio Pasquali, freire's Lhinkii 
inspired the revision of the classic communication model. Frank Gerace, ?. 
American working in Bolivia and Peru, was the first to suggest a model ( 
''horizontal communication". Juan Diaz Bordenave, Joao Bosco Pinto, an 
Francisco Gutierrez were also among the early proponents of creative applies 
tions of Freire's ideas about education to communication. Others joined th 
search, especially Chilean journalist Fernando Reyes Malta, who proposed < 
participator)' model for "alternative communication". 

These new ideas soon reached the United States, where the main theoreti-
cians of communication for development, Wilbu r Sch ram m, L)a niel Lerner.and 
Everett Rogers, came to acknowledge them and even share them. Meanwhile, 
however, the practice of development support communication apparently 
went ahead with little change — as if the theoretical reformulations had not 
affected it. In contrast, the practiceof alternative communication for democratic 
development was sustained and enriched throughout the 1970s by efforts in 
many parts of the region. 

The Practice of Alternative Communication m 
In Uruguay, Mario Kaplun designed and tested a new strategy: rural cassette 
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forums, a simple and low-cost procedure for dialogue at a distance among 
members of peasant cooperatives. 

Michel Azcueta, and others, buiJt a whole system of remarkable grassroots 
communications in a huge Lima slum populated by migrant native peasants. 
Villa El Salvador was based on elementary technologies that were used with 
imagination, and in conjunction with an active community organization. 

In Brazil, dozens of small, rustic newspapers came to constitute what was 
called "prensa nanica" (midget press), the only vehicle for expressing the 
people's opposition to the violent military dictatorships that oppressed them. 

Throughout the region, but especially in Mexico, The Dominican Republic, 
I Honduras, Peru, and Ecuador, people's radio was expanded and improved. In 
Ecuador, a. Catholic priest led small, Isolated Indian communities to participate 
in broadcasting by recording news messages and brief programs in their own 
villages and sending them to a centra; station. In Bolivia, peasants rented the 
early morning hours of commercial broadcast stations in the capital city, and in 
Aymara, undertook an unusual and pioneering exercise of alternative demo-
cratic conimunication based on the private initiative of "mini entrepreneurs". 
For very low rates, they provided through radio (along with news and 
entertainment) the equivalent to the postal, telegraph, and telephone services 
that were not available to them in the countryside. Furthermore, these broad-
casters established an association of communicators in native languages and 
persuaded the Catholic University to upgrade their skills through a 2-year 
tiiploma course. Field volunteers were aiso trained as "people's reporters". 
Cuba refined the strategy it had developed in. the previous decade. Radio 
broadcasts were combined with thousands of volunteers organized in small 
teaching "brigades" to conduct mass mobilization campaigns for education 
and health. 

Mexico, Costa Rica, Venezuela, Colombia, and Ecuador turned to mass 
media for distance education of school children, provincial teachers, and 
university students. The Mexican government built a special television net-
work to support rural development. Brazil established the region's largest 
network of educational television channels. Attempts were made in Mexico to 
use the very popular "telcnovela" (soap opera) to stimulate family planning 
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and to teach health care and nutrition. In Chile, the organization of 

Movement of the New 1 .atm American Cinema was formalized in a conventif 

attended bv leading directors of famous critical and documentary films siu h. 

Glauber Rocha (Brazil), Fernando Solanas (Argentina), and |orge Sanjiin 

(Bolivia), Several of these experiences began i<»reflect the quest for democrat 

communication. 

Institution Building 
Another important activity of the 7L)70s was the establishment of some region 

wideorganizahonsofcommunication professionals. One was the Latin Amei s 

uin Association of Radio Schools tAl.HR). which came to coordinate ant' 

suppi >rt some -4i i pen merit organizations m 15 countries. Ant >ther was the 1 Mr< 

American Federation of journalists (FFI.AP), which claimedio embrace th.on-

sandsot newspaper \\wkersacross theregion. A third, much smaller bmnoless 

significant organization, was the Latin American Association of Communica-

tion Researchers (ALAfC1 All three joined theStrug'gle fordcifuhrat tcaimmu-

nication and development 

A few new institutions also appeared. The Latin American Institute for the 

Study oi Transnational? (II,FT) began to play a leading role in the critical 

analysis <>f internatfonal commu11ications affecti rig the region 1LFT wasesfab 

lished in Mexico bv |uanSomavia,a key proponent of "another development", 

and Fernando Reyes Malta, a leading theoretician of "alternative communica-

tion". 

Near the .end oi the 1970s, professionals working in several institutions — 

especially in Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela, Chile, and Argentina began a 

new area of activity: education, production, and research on mass media 

messages, mainly television. 

Science Aids Protest 
During the mid-1980s, communication research grew quickly and changed its 

orientation in line with the trend tow ard democratization Among !he early 

Contributors to this movement were Fliseo Veron and I lector Schmucler in 

Argentina. Patricio Bedma and Armand Mattelart in Chile, and Oswaldo 
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Capriles, Luis Anibal Gomez, Eleazai Diaz Kan gel, Eduardo Santoro. and 

Elizabeth Safer in Venezuela, and Jose Marques de Mek) in Brazil. Mat tela rt, .1 

Belgian residing in Santiago m the days ol Allende, was to Income the mos: 

prolific and influential communication writer ol the period. 

Much ot the literature that was produced centred on ventying the strong 

dependent of the region on international information, and on denouncing 

internal cultural domination channelled through the privately owned and 

commercially oriented mass mecia. The situation so disfavoured the lower 

strata ol «)tiety that it was regarded hv researches as one of virtual non-

com inunicatjot ; tor the masses., especially those people-in rurai areas. 

A few stud iescritsn/ed the very conduct ot inquiry—its basic assumptions, 

objectives, and methods. Other studies criticized communication legislation 

and, going beyond traditional studies on press censcirship, proposed new 

definitions for information freedom and a broader set of communication ng! ,rs 

in line with the drive for demc)ci*aU/ation 

Perhaps ior she lust time in the history ot the social sciences, tetiropean and 

\ orth A11 lencan professtona I journals Started pi ibi ishi i articles i >n comm i: ni-

catiojii>v Latin American authors 1 ntemational organizations, si k has L i\TSCO. 

and Woi Idwideassoi. iations, such as AIT'KI \ IMCR)..also.began to nu lude Latin 

American researchers and practitioners in d-eii memberships .-.nd activities 

and even to hold some of their meeting* in the countries of the region 

Conflict Around a Dream: Policies 
The most resounding arid controversial activitv in the 1980s proved to be the 

movement to establish national communication policies that would bring a 

measure ol rationality national communication systems, whu h were domi 

nated. by private, commercial activity 
At tiie international level, U\M\SCO held a meeting Latin American 

experts in bogi »ta in i 974 I his met 'ting was t he basis for a future intergovern 
mental meeting un national communications j>oiicies. these experts reeom-
mended that the polii. ssh<»uld inclmk- pr<«visi"dnc. k'shmulotcaccess u> 
media messages and to increase and improve use oi these messages for 
educational and cultural programs. The meeting criticized the private sector, 
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but it did not suggest itselixnination or propose its substitution with state med ia 
monopolies. Nevertheless, the international associations of media owners and 
directors took the recommendations as a grave threat to press freedom and 
private enterprise. Therefore, they launched an intense international campaign 
to discredit the movement and discourage the holding of the inter- ministerial 
gathering. 

UNESCO overcame marty barriers and held the meeting in 1976 in Costa 
Rica. Under harsh attacks from the mass media, the high level government 
representatives discussed the situation in detail and signed a declaration 
equivalent to a creed or democratization of communication. They also ap-
proval about 30 recommendations that would allow each country to formulate 
and apply an overall policy that was most suitable to its particular circum-
stances. 

However, not even Venezuela, the country leading the movement, was able 
to apply the recommendations because of militant and persistent business 
opposition, in Peru, instead,ade facto military regime made various substan-
tive changes in the communication situation akin to the Bogota and San lose 
recommendations and, in some cases, above and beyond them. For example, it 
seized ail Lima dailies and announced its intention to create social property by 
handing them over to organized labour {e.g., peasants, industrial workers, and 
teachers'). On the other hand, it reorganized and tried to bolster and improve 
state communication capabilities. 

New International Information Order: Fire on Deck! 
in 1976 the Movement of t he Non-Aligned Countries proclaimed ii.s desire to 

promote the establishment of a New International Information Order, which it 

deemed was as necessary a ̂  the already proposed New International Economic 

Order. Soon, this proposal wa^ endorsed by theGeneral Assembly of the United 

Nations, which instructed UNESCO to provide all possible technical support 
I "his was not a; 1 a tin American initiative, but It did eoincfdein spirit with the 

on-going events in the region. A few governments were sympathetic and 
scholars participated in international gatherings to discuss the nature of the 
intended new order and the strategies that if would require. 
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The controversy between proponents and opponents of the initiative set 

communication at the middle of an unprecedented and heated worldwide 

conflict. The discussions about the gross imbalance of communication re-

sou rces between deveU >ped a nd LI rid£rdevelop*sj o urn tries a no a bout ii 1 forma -

tion freedom were complicated by a Soviet Union propn&il for a UNESCO 

declaration on racism. This proposal caused much tension between 1972 and 

1978 and was finally approved with changes in 1978. 

Seeking compromise, UNESCO established an international pluralistic 

group ot high-level specialists tor the study of communication. Known as the 

MacBride C oromission, the group — which included two Latin Americans 

(economist (nan Soma via and writer Gabriel Garcia Marque/) worked 

under frequent fire from the media. It managed, however, to submit by 198!) its 

insightful tmal report, which tons a careful piece of conciliation and balance. Its 

main propositions, all favourable to equity, freedom, and democracy in com-

munication at national and international levels, were condensed in a recom-

mendation approved bv the UNHSCO General Conference held that year in 

Belgrade The decade thus closed with a feeling of appeasement. 

The Dramatic Collapse of the 1980s 
Far from being alleviated, the Latin American situation experienced a terrible 

deterioration during the 1980s. The region suffered the worst economic crisis 

since the Great Depression. Exports grew at less than half the rate of imports* 

which serious!v curtailed Latin America's participation in the world market. 

High interest rates, major decreases in private loans and investments, protec-

tionist barriers, and a considerable reduction of foreign aid were concurrent 

aggravati ng factors. 

Activated by inflation, capital flight from the region reached a great magni-

tude in this decade. Under such a combination of negative factors, the region's 

foreign debt, which had been only 67 million USD in 1975, grew by 1982 to 

300.000 million USD. M o s t countries could not afford to honour this obligation 

even by committing exaggerated proportions of their foreign income to Service 

thedebt The growth rate of t he gross domestic product collapsed from 5.5% for 

1950-1980 to minus 0.9% in 1982, Per capita prod uct decreased by more than 3% 
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in 1982 alone. By the end of Ihe decade, many countries .saw heir per capita 

income fall below levels readied 20 years earlier. 

Nor only did the region's aspirations for development come to .i halt, 

regression lead in some situations to even more acute underdevelopment. Hie 

drastic adjustments required from (he governments by the international finan-

cial organizations were applied at the expense of social investments ami the 

exacerbation of poverty. No wonder this was called "the lost decade" in Latin 

America Yet, changes to the old paradigm are not apparent in foreign aid. 

although "development with a human face is talked about and the United 

Nations now advocates — at long last — "development with social equity". 

Communication for Development Survroes 
What could communication do for development, under such dreadful circum-

stances? Perhaps not much, but Latin Americans nevertheless kept working 

hard. International agencies, such as UNlCLF.md I 'SAID, continued to make 

considerable investments in communication support to health and nutrition 

programs. OPS (PAMO) reorganized its communication services. Qualified 

contractors, such as the Academy for Educational ( V>veiopment and lohrts 

f Iopkins University, shared with Latin Americans their expertise in the rigor-

ous planning and evaluation of health, population, and education operations 

such as Guatemala's Basic Village tducation lYoject and Bolivia's National 

Program for Reproductive Health "Stxrial marketing" was added to the set ol 

strategies of com munication tor development in Hondurasand The Dominican 

Republic. Communicationcampaigns for pre ven t ion aga mstA IDS a ndcholera 

were carried out in some countries. Several countries also received technical 

and financial assistance for programs seeking to use educational communica 

Hon to prevent the use of narcotics. 

UNESCO began to. operate the International Program for the development 
of Communicalion (IPI.X'), which was presided by an international couiu il that 
granted modest sums to small projects, mostly in the area of development 
support communication, I,arm American leadership was present in IPDC's 
Council through itsexperienced and able Y ice- President Jose Antonio Mayobre 
of Venezuela. 
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Radio Nederiand International established a regional branch ot its training 
centre in Costa Rica, which greatly expanded the learning opportunities 
available for altern.itive communication through broad', asting 

Tlie Foundation for New l atin American Cinema established an interna-
tional school in Cuba for film production, and the Cuban government spon-
sored and held yearly regional him and video festivals in I lavana Mostly 
assisted bv German funding and expertise, CIFSPAI. began to offer regional 
workshops to improve television production^ 

Headquartered in.l'osta Rica, ILPFC worked across: Central America in the 
areaoi .iltentative communication c.espev wily radio)'for dfoniocratu develop-
ment. In Bolivia, l'RBOl consolidated the region's oldest and largest network 
of Catholic radio stations tor nomorn-ai education, whkh operared oeross the 
country in four languages. Nicaraguan Sandinistasstruggled to build ,-fpartici-
patory radio network, new forms ol democratic print jOurna'i ism, andcommu-
nifcv video. 

( TrxhCA m Chile became the centre of excellence lor media education 
especially tor training in the critic of television. Assisted by FAO. Mexico 
recorded siimulaiing accomplishments with the PROpFRlTT I projects. 

7 hroughput the decade, tw« > m lor ma'. :on services derived tiom the W?^ 
San lose recommendations, AS1N (a cooperative*>f governments) and AI .ASH 
(German Garnero's creative obsessionbravely struggled to survive. They 
were supported by l:\l2SCO and a few governments and assisted by the 
International Pros* Service (U S). theonly international new -, agency to favour 
the alternativecomrnimicaUor appn uch. Brazil wa-1he first country n • create 
a workers' television channel and a national association tor the use ot video by 
grassroots organizations 

Mane Institutions Arc Born 
Several other verv significant'institutional c rea lions took place in the 1980s. One 
was FIT.AFACS, the Latin American Federation of Communication Schools, 
which embraced most ot the 2lXVplus schools in an active program o! training, 
research, exchange, and publications, and was supported by the Adenauer 
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Foundation and bv UNHSCO. Bom in 1^82 under the leadership of Io-.Hjum 

Sanchez and Walter N'eira, FKLAFAC5 recently celebrated its tirst decade ot 

work with a professional gathering in Mexico that was attended bv some4*100 

I ..-a tin American professionals. 

Che establishment in Peru of Instituto para America Latina UFA L> endowed 

the region with an institution born under the creed of democratic communica 

tion for development. Lead by Rafael Roncagliolo. has been very productive 

in research, training, exchange, and publications. 1PAI. has paid special atten 

tion to communication policies, to new communication technologies, and to 

audiovisual media, film; television, and video. 1PAL now operates a regional 

audiovisual network and publishes a news bulletin, aj- well as studies and 

manuals. Furthermore, it has developed links with regional development and 

integration agencies such as SHLA, the Andean Pact, and CFPAL-II PHS. IPAL 

rapidly earned an international reputation and has been .supported by several 

international lundingsources. Inspired and assisted by UNESCO>;and hosted 

by the government of Costa Rica, the Latin American arid Caribbean 

Association for Radio and Television, Ul.CKA, was born in San lose. It 

promotes cooperative activities among public-broadcasting and private-

nonprofit stations. 

Another institution was created by bringing together the work of three 

long-existing Catholii communication associations — UCLAP (press), 

DCIC (cinema), and .UNDAL-AL (radio and television). I leadcjuartered in 

Ecuador, the three organizations share a joint secretariat and tightly coor-

dinate their resources and programs in the service ot their numerous 

if filiates, which all subscribe to the ideals of alternative communication for 

ie mocra tied evelt >pmen t. 

Theoty Building Advances 
n another field oi endeavour, the theoretical construction of models of demo-

ratic communication had numerous and talented contributors during the 

980s. Maximo Simpson and Maria Cristina Matta. ot Argentina, and Mario 

laplun, of Uruguay, were outstanding. So were Rafael ROncagliojp, luan 
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Gargurevich, i .uis Peirano, and Rasa Maria Aliaro in Peru, and Lm.sGoit*aga 
Motta and Regma F-esta in Brazil 

There were considerable variations m their approaches and therefore 
several ad jectiveswere vised to characterize a tmmunicatit . "alternative", 
"dialogic", 'group' and 'participatory'. One sdux>l of thought-gained prec-
edence in G.ildmbia and soon became ijuite influential in other parts ot the 
region It was ' comunicaei<Sn popular", an innovative eonceptualizatjon oi 
lesus Martin Barbero, which together with insightlul work bv analysts of 
"cultura popular" such as Nestor Garcia Canclini, generated a rruittuj new 
tn-mi in communication research in the region 

Con Man to what is often assumed in Niorta America and Western Europe, 
most I atin American authors advocating democratization ot communication 
were not radical activists belonging to lett-w ng organizations. I'heirs was a 
broad, hx)se reform-minded movement, not 3 conspiratorial communist or-
ganization I: any organization was behind s. >me of them, it was the Catholic 
Church 

The End of Policies mid of the Nav Order? 
fcarlv in the llWK the Mexican government engaged in a most comprehensive, 
well researched, and daring plan to democratize communication through an 
overall pohV\ thai was to be implemented bv means oi a genera! law and some 
3() instrumental projects. However, in 1^82. President lose Lopez Portillo 
sudden!v dismissed hisSn rotary of S*u:ial Gimmunication. Luis JavierSolana, 
and • a ncelle-.i theambn iousinifia'tive. 1 he reason ? Once again, stern opposition 
from the private sec tor, which no politician in Latin America can afford to 
ignore. 

Such opposition is applied against any form ot government planning for the 
development oi communication, even when r is restricted to state media 
facilities seeking to make rational use of their resources. Venezuela provided a 
dear example when two different governments included brief chapters on 
communications in their overall national development strategies. Fven if they 
were not withdrawn. they had to be forgotten. Meanwhile, highly advanced 
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communication technologies have arrived in the region, and constitute a 
promise' or a threat depending on how they are to be used I knvever. because 
it w as impossible to develop policies for tlieold technologies of'the mass media, 
how can policies be formulated for these new technologies. which are often 
handled from abroad? 

liarly in the I.#8ps, a meeting was held in Taljoires, France, of editors, 
publishers, and writers of 60 media institutions from 24 countries of Western 
Eurppe and North America. They pledged cooperation among themselves to 
consolidate, expand, and protect the free flow o! information; asked UNESCO 
to cease any attempts at press regulation; and served the Third World notice ol 
open war against its reform intentions, in 1 .atin America, and in most of t he rest 
ofthedeveloping countries, the ideal of building a New International Informa-
tion Order appeared to have virtually vanished by the end ofthe 1980s. 

Performance Evaluation 
It is time to brietlv assess our performance over the last -10 years ol communi-
cations lor development in Latin America. 

Qur activity has been intense, diverse, sustained, and sophisticated to 
degrees higher than those in other Third World regions. The Latin American 
contributions to communication for development have been numerous and 
creative, especially in the area of alternative communication for democratic 
development. Some contributions were made to the theory and some to the 
practice. 

Latin Americans were the earliest contestants of the classic concept of 
communication derived from unilinear Aristotelian thinking, which pre\ ailed 
across the world unchallenged until the late 1960s. It was these researc hers who. 
digging beyond the apparent simplicity or the paradigm, discovered its tin 
democratic implications. They were among the first to propose new visions oi 
communication new models that promoted genuine democracy. Tim 
intellectual innovation received broad acceptance in the region and was 
eventually acknowledged, and even adopted by some of the most prestigious 
theoreticians o.f our trade, e.g., Schramm and Rogers. 

Another accomplishment of 1 .atin Americans was the conceptualization of 
overall communication policies tor national development. This contribution 
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was made in the early 1970s in response toa UNLSCO challenge. Embraced or 
condemned, the definition that was produced has survived time and gone 
around the world. The ideas of the Bogota experts — adopted by the region's 
government oiticers in San Jose and later refined and expanded bv otiiers — 
have ignited debate, inspired research, permeated training, and stimulated 
action not only in the region, but in Asia and Africa as well. 

Latin Americans also made contributions to two other areas ot academic 
reflection 1 hev have sought to revise the legal principles of communication in 
search of broader, more equitable formulations that would ensure information 
freedom. The other area ot innovative reflet tion has been in communication 
research Its orientation and practice were found lacking in relation to Latin 
America. Therefore, the prevailing assumptions, objects of study, and proce-
dures were criticized and new approaches were sought. I "he revision went as 
far as attempting to reconsider the rote of science in underdeveloped societies. 
Tartu ipatorv and action-oriented research were recommended as desirable 
alternatives- I he influence of this lresh thinking reached beyond the shores oi 
the region and into the academic circles of the United States and Western 
Europe. 

I'he ru l- and imaginative practice oi alternative communication in Latin 
America provides more satisfaction than theon^ation. I'he invention of strat -
egies to help the poorest people become lull participants in the communi-
cation process, and thus in the conduct of society, has had remarkable 
results in several countries. This has been especially true of radio, which has 
been used with unparalleled imagination:and tenacity. The initial experiences 
may h a v e started in the traditional pattern of benevolent outsider doing 
something for the poor a nd forgotten; however, the approachsoon became one 
of stimulating and enabling the downtrodden to do alternative communication 
by themselves and lor themselves Thischange unleashed thepeoph/sca pa bili-
ties to become protagonists in communication rather than passive rec eivers of 
messages Broadcasting was fostered as a self-managed tool that could help 
grassroots organizations freely meet their objectives. 

Another area of regional achievement was ! he creation of reform-minded 
and people-oriented communication institutions. These professional commu-
nication agencies and associations (both private and public) are found through-
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out the region. Apparently, no other part of the Third World has as large or as 

productive a group of institutions. 

For all its merits, however, alternative communication is questioned at 

times, especially in terms of its scope and impact. Usually confined to involving 

small segments of the lower strata (forgotten peasants, oppressed workers, and 

slum dwellers), does it have an impact on all of society? If democratization 

involves only minimedia at local levels, often without interconnection, how will 

change ever occur in the decisive domain of the large media? Could it be that 

alternative communication can provide partial alleviation, but no real and 

global solutions? Is there perhaps even the danger that alleviatory measures 

may help detour the people's attention and energies from the crucial problem 

of power concentration? These are some of the questions posed by concerned 

observers. In view of these questions, while we celebrate the legitimate accom-

plishments, we should avoid "triumphalism" if alternative communication is 

to be consolidated and further improved. 

How did development support communication fare over the same period? 

In terms of building a base of human resources for the discipline, it did very well. 

It trained, in a rather short period, a large number of people in the principles and 

skills of communication for development. Support by US AID and the United 

Nations in the late 1950s and early 1960s, especially in the service of rural 

development, was decisive in establishing communication for development as 

a professional endeavour in Latin America. In the 1970s and 1980s, the passion 

for efficacy derived from research, planning, and evaluation techniques gave 

the region a valuable lesson in the rational conduct of development support 

communication. 

In terms of final impact, however, there seems to have been little success at 

too high a cost. Referring to the many projects sponsored by the United States 

from the 1950s to the 1970s, Robert Hornik, an outstanding development 

communication specialist, had this to say: "Given the available data about 

audiences reached, practices changed, benefits achieved, and long-term insti-

tutional survival, we can assume that most of them fail; they have not reached 

Bven a small part of their apparent goals/' Another American colleague of 

:omparable expertise, John Mayo, shared this view in these terms: "Many, if not 
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most, have been terminated after a few months or years, often in anonymity. 
Others were able to stay afloat longer, but appeared to loose direction and to 
drift aimlessly without ever accomplishing what they set out to do." 

Why did this happen? Hornik identifies three categories of explanations: 
theory failures (resulting from an incorrect assumption that a particular devel-
opment problem is amenable to a communication-based solution); program 
failures (resulting from inadequacies in the design or implementation of a 
project); and political failures (resulting from a lack of acknowledgment of the 
negative influence of such structural factors as the concentration of power). 

In the early years of our professional exercise (the 1950s and much of the 
1960s) we came to reify the mass media as being capable of doing much good 
to our people — to the point of being able to cause the modernization of our 
nations in a short time almost all by themselves. In the 1970s and the first half 
of the 1980s, we attributed to the mass media intentions and capabilities to 
ignore national development needs, if not to oppose them. In both cases, we 
exaggerated the actual powers of press, radio, television, and cinema, and their 
influence for good or for evil. In so doing, we forgot that scientific theory had 
warned us long before that the mass media had no power to hypnotize people 
into submission and that their effects were ultimately channelled through 
interpersonal communication. Recent Latin American research has again 
advocated that media messages are reprocessed through the cultural frame-
works of individuals. Should we now adopt a more realistic position and 
neither demand from the media magic results nor demonize them? Should we 
learn to use their virtues to the advantage of democratic development without 
expecting them to go against the interests they were set to defend? 

Notes for the 21st Century Agenda 
What can the initial practitioners of communication for development do? Not 
very much perhaps in terms of actions. They did the best they could under 
changing circumstances. However, they can, and must, pass on their experi-
ences (both good and bad) in a systematic and frank manner to those who will 
inherit their dreams and occupations in the very near future. They can offer 
notes for their 21st Century Agenda. 
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1 Put together the best ot development support communication w 

alternative communication I V»not treat them as far a part islands. BU«ru! 

consciousness with a passu in lor planning Put together technical abilities 

political percept am< 

2. Do much more institution building than self-consummatorv oporatioi 

Teiichto fish. do not just hand out h s h e s Persuade key schools of communic 

tion to include communication for development in their curricula. Hosier 

them, and in other institutions oommumeation research geared Inward deml 

era tit development 

I D o not support only goveniment agencies Put faith (n the small cotnmU 

nities themselves Helpw»trkers' unions, peasant leagues,and neighbotirhoot 

groups and work with nongovernmental organizations. 

4 Place paramount emphasis. on communication lor health. sanitation 

nutriti »n,and population People ml atin America must be healthy before the v 

can affonl to be well educated. housed, or employed- Plagues such as drugs. 

AIDS and chokTa epidemics demand massfyeeducation programs that can be 

attained only through communication 

3 Insist on persuading political leaders and development planner- lo 

ration. Ily use communication lo attain ihe development they promise to the 

pei>ple 1 lelp the ma\>es p r e s s them for development 

t> Fncourage haste communication »r iming at .ill levels including the 

universities that tram health, education, housing, agriculture. and devek»p-

ment planning professionals CommunicationspeciaHstscannotCopewith the 

massive job all bv themselves 1 leip strengthen regionalcommunication insti 

tutioas (>ur countries must expand cooperation »t even the largest countries 

can do the whole job in isolation 

Mass Education: The Disaster'* Deterrent 
l et us not forget that, on the verge of year 2000.1 atin America IIIKK itself m a 
stale (• graveK inere.is.ii underdevelopment The colossal collapse of its 
economy ha*- lialted development, ami the Sniggle seems now to be em- for 
pun* survival tor many- The adjustments pn-<crihed In* the international 
finnnci.il organizations are castigating more than ever belon- the inroxent 

i 
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downtrodden masses Meanwhile the population continues Us rapid growth 

without euniparablcgains in lcxxi production Themightvdonot v iek I .The rich 

are getting richer at the expense ot the p>or 11 this situation continues and 

deteriorate1. even lurther, political upheaval and social chaos Gin be antici-

pated 

The United Nations Commission for Latin America and other similar 

agencies have recently recognized that massivecducatiun 1- now fundamental 

ifecunomk development with six lal equity to beseemed Uiat fc» fixxt with 

justice, prosperity with freedom, modernity wiih peace. 

A Crusade for Year 2000 
At long last, our profession should be called on to provide the essential 

instrument lor this (situation 1 lu»pe thw hapjxms sexm 1 also hope that the 

development communication specialists of the new generation will m»i-t the 

new ami immense challenges in sight In fai 1.1 trust thev will put their brains 

and nils to then job as a crusade to help avoid catastrophe and to build the 

humane vxietv so many of us have for so long envisioned 
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Latin America: 
Peculiarities, Problems, and Proposals 

Rafael Roncagliolo 

La Planete Balkanisee, a book written by Ives Marie Laulan, was published in 
Paris in 1991.1 would like to use its opening words as my introduction: "The 
year 1990 will be remembered as the start of the XXIst century, just as 1914 or 
1918 were considered the beginning of the XXth century. The past year has 
indeed witnessed both the end of Communism and East-West dissension, and 
the years to come are likely to be marred by localized North-South conflicts that 
are unpredictable/' 

Laulan's diagnosis and prognosis are useful for developing communica-
tions strategies: "We are not striving towards a new world order but towards 
a worldwide disorder: a more confused, uncertain and increasingly more 
dangerous world than ever before." 

At the end of one of the shortest centuries in history we are witnessing the 
consolidation of a democratic, liberal, mercantile, and transnational world 
order. It is not the world order demanded by Southern countries in the past, 
nevertheless it is the world order that actually exists today: McLuhan's "Global 
Village" and Barnet and Muller's "Global Supermarket". 

The suggestion that this state of affairs is actually a disorder and Laulan's 
premonition that the East-West dispute will be followed by localized North-South 
conflicts are quite credible, particularly in the light of the Gulf War and current 
circumstances in Peru and Colombia. 

Latin American Peculiarities 
Communications in Latin America are atypical for three reasons: their level of 
technological development; the logic behind their operation; and the vast 
number of "alternative" media and networks that have emerged as instruments 
of cultural self-expression. 
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Opulence Rather Than Misery. From a quantitative point of view, our 
communication media are characterized by opulence rather than by misery. For 
example: 

1. On average, one out of every three people in Latin America owns a radio 
and one out of every seven people owns a television set, which is nearly 
equivalent to one television set per family. Of course, these are average 
estimates and there is still a long way to go before television coverage reaches 
100% of the population, particularly in rural areas. 

2. Estimates based on the World Communication Report published in 1990 
by UNESCO, show that Latin American countries, on average, broadcast more 
than four times the viewing time of Latin countries in Europe (Spain, France, 
Italy, Portugal, Rumania). 

3. We have an excess of television stations. Bolivia, one of the world's 
poorest countries, has one of the highest television channels-per-viewer ratio: 
approximately 70 television channels and slightly over 500,000 television sets, 
i.e. more than one television channel for every 10,000 viewers. 

4. In Colombia, Panama, Peru, and Venezuela there is more than one 
videorecorder (VHS) for every three homes that own a television set. This 
proportion is higher than in Belgium (26.3%) or Italy (16.9%). Furthermore, it is 
worth remembering that in a consumer society, the number of television 
stations or videorecorders and message intake are only remotely related to 
socioeconomic level of development. 

These figures show that the technological underdevelopment in Latin 
America is merely relative. Unlike other southern regions, the main problem of 
our communication systems is not so much the lack of communication media, 
but the absence of locally developed messages or content. It is unfortunate that 
the percentage of programs and messages produced within Latin America has 
a tendency to drop every time there is a media expansion in the region. 

Economic Profitability. Unlike the broadcasting systems in Europe, Africa, 
and most Asian countries, ours were initially inspired by the economically 
profitable system in the United States. This hemispherical peculiarity should 
not be overlooked because it could lead to incorrect comparisons between the 
situation in Latin America and in other parts of the world. 
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American broadcasting is based on the logic ot economic profitability; 

whereas, the European system is based on the logkofsociocultural profitabil-

ity, to quote Cuiseppe Richeri. Hie intention of the former is to ensure that the 

firm's accounts show maximum profits; whereas, the latter is guided by 

society's cultural and educational interests. The American system relies on 

private business, financed exclusively through advertising. The Furopean 

system is public-service oriented. Programs in the American system revolve 

around ad vertising. As mentioned by Dallas Smyrhe, advertisers are literally 

sold a semicaptive audience. The size of the public is measured through the so 

called rating" system, which is-used to establish the selling price for advertise 

menis.. 

The partial privatization of the Europectn broadcasting system is taking 
piace within a background that has simply never existed in Latin America. This 

is why when privatization occurs in fcurope, plurality is introduced. In Latin 

America, however, where everything is private (with a few exceptions), it is 

necessary to find a break-even point in the self-contained, ioreign, oligopolistic 

landscape of our television system. 

Unit}/ and Diversity. I .atin America and the Arab world are the two most 

coordinated -groups in the world. We are united by our language, our geogra-

phy, our history, and by the tee ling of belonging to the same nation despite 

having many different cultures. Mow can popular cultures make use oi the 

audiovisual industry to promote this cultural diversity and the opinions of all 

human and ethnic groups within the framework of a gl< thai village? 

Cultural identity as well as personal identity. involves an' acknowledgment 

of one's own physiognomy. Mass media — including theaudio\ isuai industry 

is the cultural industry par excellence. Movie, television, and video screens 

are reflections of the population. People see themselves, just as the population 

sees itself on the screen, or tails to recognize itself, as the case may be 

As a resi 111 of the telema tic revolution, the commu nica Hon ex plosic >n i n Latin 

America will have a tendency to increase. In tact, communication technologies 

(informatics, telecommunications, video, and television) are characterized, 

among other things, by the relative reduction in the selling prices of their final 
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products (mic rocomputers, dish antenna, VCRs, video cameras, and transmit-

ting stations). 

n Latin America, tliis technological revolution has given rise to new 

performers and means ot eornmunication; a g o n a l , municipal, and Commu-

nity television stations; radios and newspapers in the hand sol different groups 

trom all walks of life; and independent and popular producers and video 

broadcasters There is a broad range < »f video producers, regional and commu-

nity sta dons, and audio visual users for educational, cultural., .md development 

piuposes fhese groups should become the new sublets and performers of 

cultural self-expression in the global village. 

Factors that Inhibit Public Access ami Expression 
Tins list is bv no means exhaustive. Fhe intention is to point out a lew of the 

factors that restrict domestic production. 

logic.of the Commercial Sustem. A communications system governed solely 

by making as much profit a-- possible will always prefer to import than to 

produce. Old 1-hour programs from the United States can cost as little as 

200USD. A locallv produced 1-hour program could easilvcost three times this 

amount As a result or the worldwide video market, direct broadcasting 

satellites, and the privatization.*">f tefcvommunications, programs mav even be 

imp&rted treeol cha rge. Becauseoursta tesa nd our societiesare total I y una ware 

ol the public service concept and oi' the relationship between the audiovisual 

system and culture, education, and development, liberalization involves 

globalization a;id the loss of cultural identity 

Sizerf DomesticMiith'ts. Attempts ioreduce thegap in thecomparativecosts 
of imported and locally produced programs a re impossible given the size of our 
domestic market. Paradoxically there are two exceptional eases in Latin 
America Rede t'.lobo in Brazil and 1 elevisa in Mexico. Both started with 
exceptionally large domestic markets and were based on an association be-
tween companies and their respective states. Bra7il is now the world's fourth-
largest producer and third-largest exporter of television programs. Mexico 
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benefitted from the enormous Spanish-speaking market in the United Status. 

Sudiexperiencescnnnotbeft'pcnted in other I atin Americansuin tries because 

the mechanisms necessary to integrate local prochu tionsare still nonexistent 

Gap Between Independent ami Popular Telm>ion Station* ami Pmducer*. 
In most ot our countries, television stations must by law transmit a certain 

percentage of locally produced programs—ot) ' ; in Peru. 5D1 r in Colombia and 

Venezuela. 20* in Bolivia, and 10% in Ecuador. Nevertheless. these legal 

standards are generally not fulfilled because the companies themselves are 

unable to prinluce sufficient programs At the same time, producers. pertorm-

erv artLsts. and reporters are unemployed Alternative networks consist ot 

thousands of groups of producers w h o have rarely, it ever, had .10 ess to mass 

transmission 

Exclusion of Electronic Gmrnniitkations The*? responsible lor issuing 

national policies,ini luihn^lhiisewhodesi>^icciiniuuiuc.itions|H»liaes.ap}vat 

to be unaware ot the tact that as indicated bv McLuli.in, w»- have moved on 

from the Gutenberg Cialaxy to that or Marconi. Written communicalions, in 

general, have gained in prewnce, but l«»t m priority; whereas* electronic 

communications are viewed as an exotic object This is a crucial problem that 

goes beyond the financial limitations e»t this period of 1 risi- and debts Even 

nongovernmental organizations (\CX)s> ^ill prefer to publish books, leaflets, 

and magazines than to venture into the audiovisual field 

Lack ot International Distribution Channel* In these times of globalization 

Rede tilobo and Televisa have been exemplary .is far as evjx>rt polk ies and 

aggressive joint ventun-sarecomeroed. However most television stations and 

producers (ire not m the position to follow in their footsteps. Moreover, 

European television Nations have played an important rule in supplying the 

Latin American movie industry bv financing and purchasing their tilms. 

However, this din s not occur with television programs 
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/iiift* of Action 
The following actions .ire suggested to overcome these problems. 

Dh*rstfhiitkmofBrt\iJcasting$ttitum$. it isditfiailtto*uMtvkJe advertising 

.my further in latin America, The time has come to give some though! to 

granting pre fm^tial transmission Uajnas to rKmcr>mn*»nial en titles involved 

in education, communities, municipalities, and social groups. The global 

village must not represent |ust one or a few opinions, hut as many as possible. 

Kc^umul hitf^iutuni Policirs There .ire a number o! organizations and 

m e e t i n g s ol ministers, cinematographic and television authorities, private 

i-ntrepreneurs. researchers, schools of communications, and v ideo groups in 

Latin \menca — the network reginn. The problem is how to visualize and 

implement efficient instruments to encourage them to operate in a practical 

manner. 

Gvpcmtiott Btftimt /WHCITS ami the Ml\1m Mechanisms could be 

establishi-d to de\eh p local produetioivs through agr«*ernt-'nts tor obligatory 

broadcasts These productions could hi* financed with t u n d s generated b\ 

imported programs £,nd obtaiined from advertising;. I his would improve the 

quality and quantity ot programs ot cultural self-expression. The Peruvian 

. incma law is .1 gtx.ld ex.implr of what. an be done. 

Penukmtic Audiovisual Politic*, The need h.s arisen lor omrdmatlnn 

between entrepreneurs. states independent prixlucers, .ind even users, to 

design ways toensurcthat cultural identities are represented during rhe global 

village perilxl 

CMktl ttn*idcil*ttii$ St'nUtL' Much could be done it the North were to 

broadcast, and thus help finance, pnxluctions from the South. The idea ot 

promi »tmg a Global I in v ideas ting Service deserves urgent consideration ami 

action-oriented research 
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There is a need to establish a ring of worldwide enterprises in the global 

village. Efforts are already being made within the radio (AMARC) and audio-

visual (Videazimut) fields, within academia (the McBride Round Table), and 

within religious institutions (WACC). Nevertheless, private initiatives are still 

required to obtain and guarantee cultural diversity and the democratization of 

communications in the coming century. 


